In consequence of the cranial bones being thicker behind than at the sides of the skull, fracture of the skull is more likely to be met with in the latter than in the former region.
A fracture of the frontal bone just above the root of the nose, though deep, may not extend throughout the whole thickness of the bone.
In fracture of the cranial vault a slight depression or ever, a mere crack on the surface may be associated with extensive splintering of the brittle inner table.
The diploe with its numerous blood vessels presents in an open and severe head injury very favourable conditions for the reception and rapid breeding of the infective agents of in 3 animation. Table : it, Inner or Vitreous Table ; and c, Diploe. Table ; it, Inner or Vitreous Table ; and c, Diploe.
JDec. 14, 1901. Perhaps some unpleasant moment of this sort is the first idea recalled to our minds by the word " convalescents." You remember the ha^ty rush from the ward to change into outdoor dress, the quick, concise directions given at the office, the four or five women and children sitting in a row in dejected attitudes, hoping, perhaps, that at least nurse's face may be a familiar one. Then comes the cab at the door and the beginning of difficulties: the stiff, heavy plaster leg that must rest on the opposite seat, the crutches that will not accommodate themselves except by leaning their heads out of window, the stout lady who cannot bear a breath of fresh air, the insufficiently-tied parcels into which inquisitive fingers have been poking until comb and brush, clean socks and handkerchiefs, part company with string and brown paper, and disappear from view; and unloading at the station brings another series of difficulties, until at last a friendly guard shuts the door on the whole party, and the much-harassed probationer heaves a thankful sigh, glad to be free to return to her beloved ward. Truly it is no pleasant business to carry a shrieking kicking child from the " sister "
?that it loves, and from all the other well-known faces, to the unknown and unloved "country"; for it generally happens that the child associates the country with the fearsome theatre that was the bourn of its last mysterious expedition. Surely all or any interference should emanate from the doctor whose province it is to manage the nursing staff. Whatever may be the faults of a nurse (and I do not pretend to argue that she is flawless) at least it must be admitted that her main object is to alleviate the sufferings of the poor unfortunate beings under her care, and as a rule a nurse has not only learnt her work but also the lessons of patience and kindliness. I know from sad experience that the requisites for the support and comfort of the sick paupers is the chief bone of contention between master and nurse, or matron and nurse. bitterness, that personages in royal circles are not even allowed the privilege of "a few words," as it is termed, without the whole of the civilised world ringing with the news of "a serious quarrel," "a prince insulting a queen," "two duels," "sad illness of the insulted queen," "impending separation," etc. I am sure that all who have read the recent reports from Holland can only deeply regret that the private affairs of the royal pair should have been thus discussed by an ill-restrained press. Perhaps Prince Henry and his wifewere not quite of one mind upon some point. Are they the only couple who have failed to get through the first year of married life without a jar 1 Why should such a disagreement be published at once with every possible embellishment for the edification of the general public ? Because an aide-de-camp has peritonitis is it of necessity the result of a duel fought by him to defend the cause of his Queen against her own husband 1 An emphatic denial has been given to the details supplied to some of the daily journals, but unfortunately it is so easy to make mischief and so difficult to undo it. However devoted Prince Henry may prove himself to be in the future, and however loving and sweet Queen Wilhelmina may be to her spouse, there are some miserable folks who will never forget that in the early years of their marriage they once had, or were supposed to have had, a quarrel, which, instead of being quietly made up in the sacredness of home was blazoned abroad for the sake of providing sensational copy and attractive headlines. 
